Maintenance guide
KÄHRS QUARTZ
MOSAIC, TEMA, UNI, LINES

This document is universal instruction which can be used
to create the cleaning program for the installed floorings.
Cleaning program should be created by co-operation
with cleaning experts paying attention to use, traffic and
properties.
For best possible performance it is highly recommended
to use polyester pads under furniture legs to get flooring
lasting in longer.

INITIAL CLEANING

DAILY MAINTENANCE
Alternate dry/damp cleaning with wet cleaning methods.
Regular treatment with a combination machine keeps the
floor clean and heavy basic cleaning can be avoided. Use a
mild alkaline cleaning and maintenance agent. You can also
clean the floor with an SHS machine and a maintenance
agent. When necessary, cleaning with a stronger maintenance agent is recommended.

BASIC CLEANING

Do not use wet cleaning methods directly after installation.
Adhesive must be dried properly. This can take few weeks.
Remove loose dirt with a mop or vacuum cleaner. Wash the
floor using a combination machine with red pads, a scrubbing machine with medium hard brushes, or a floor cleaning
machine and a wet vacuum cleaner. Use a mild alkaline cleaning and maintenance agent. Rinse the floor carefully but
avoid excessive use of water. Treat the cleaned floor with an
SHS machine and a maintenance care agent.

Basic cleaning should be performed on very soiled floors
exposed to heavy traffic. Clean the floor with an alkaline or
strong alkaline detergent. Use a floor cleaning machine with
red or blue pads. Clean old and heavily soiled floors with
brown pads. Rinse the floor carefully. Apply a maintenance
care agent solution to the cleaned floor and treat the dry
surface with an SHS machine. When necessary, polishing
can be carried out on areas with most traffic.

INITIAL POLISHING
Initial polishing is not needed because of PUR
(polyurethane) treatment.
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